Sectors all over the galaxy are disappearing, being replaced by
black holes that threaten to destroy everything within! You and
representatives of other spacefaring species are trying to grab
everything you can get your hands (or hand-analogues) on before
you get sucked into the darkness.

Survive the longest, and see if you can...

Goal
You win if you’re the last one standing. A player loses if they
run out of cards during their Income or Action Phase, or if
they cannot move in their Travel Phase.

Contents
119 resource cards (usually just called “cards”)
7 alien cards
6 void beast cards
36 sector tiles
13 plastic sector affectors
7 ships

Setup
Each player takes one of the alien cards (either chosen
deliberately or distributed randomly) and the ship of the
corresponding color.
To set up the board, shuffle all the sectors and deal them
out face-up (black hole side hidden) in a 5 by 5 grid, all
facing so that the numbers are straight up. Make sure you
leave space between the sectors, since you will have to
move and turn sector tiles throughout the game. The
sectors that are not part of the grid are returned to the box.
Randomly choose a starting player. Players will take turns
one at a time, in clockwise order. Before starting play, in
turn order, everyone places their ship on any sector of value
1 that’s on the outside of the board. Players can choose
already-occupied sectors if they want. (In the unlikely case
that no sectors of value 1 are on the outside of the board,
choose sectors of value 2 instead.)

Shuffle the deck of resource cards and deal each player 4
cards from it. This deck will be shared by all players during
the game. Also, shuffle the Void Beast cards and keep them
available in a face-down deck, but don’t deal any out yet.

On Your Turn
Your turn has three Phases, done in this order: Income
Phase, Action Phase, Travel Phase. If you lose during any of
these phases, your turn is over immediately. See the “When
You Lose” section for more detail.

Income Phase
Draw a number of cards equal to the value of your sector. If
your sector’s value is less than 0, then discard that many
cards instead of drawing any. (This will only occur as a result
of certain sector affectors.)
For example, on a –1 sector, like this 1
sector with a Blockade giving it –2, you
discard 1 card instead of drawing any.
You lose in your Income Phase if you
have no cards in your hand at the end of
your Income Phase.

Action Phase
At the beginning of your Action Phase, count how many
cards are in your hand. You will have to play exactly half
that many cards (rounded up), one at a time.
For example: You start the turn
with 4 cards, and you draw 1 in
your Income Phase. From these 5,
you have to play half of these,
rounded up, which is 3.
The number that you have to play
doesn’t change, even if you draw,
discard, or swap hands. Only if a
card specifically ends your Action
Phase, like Engine Malfunction,
do you play fewer.

When you play a card, you perform its effect, then place the
card in the discard pile face-up. If you can’t fully perform its
effect, you can still play it—just do as much as you can. For
example, if you play The Big Red Shiny Button (“Restore a
black hole.”) while there are no black holes, it simply has no
effect. If you play Tractor Beam (“Move any ship along an
arrow on its sector.”) you have to choose a ship that’s on a
sector with an arrow pointing to another sector.
Some cards are marked as Sector
Affectors. When you play one of
these, choose any sector on the
board and place the matching
component on that sector. Leave
the card out in play, separate
from the discard pile, so that
players can reference that card
to review its effect during the
game. Sector affectors are only
removed when an effect
specifically gets rid of it, or when
the sector it’s on is destroyed.
You lose in your Action Phase if you have no cards in your
hand after resolving any card’s effect.

Travel Phase
Most sectors have at least one
arrow pointing to another sector
on the board. During your Travel
Phase, move your ship one space
away in the direction of any
arrow on your sector. If your
sector has no arrows pointing to
other sectors, then you cannot
move, and you lose.
For example, in the setup above, showing the top-left corner
of the board, the orange ship can move to either of the 3sectors. The purple ship cannot move as that sector isn’t
pointing to another sector, so it will lose.

You lose in your Travel Phase if you cannot move your ship
during your Travel Phase.

When You Lose — Becoming a
Void Beast
When you lose, discard your hand and
draw a Void Beast card from that deck,
placing it face up over your alien card.
Remove your ship from the board and
place it on the top ship slot on your Void
Beast card. On each of your subsequent
turns, instead of performing a Income
Phase, Action Phase and Travel Phase,
you just perform the ability next to your
ship slot and those above it, in any
order you want - mess with anyone and
everyone, it’s karmic fun! After your turn, move your ship
down to the next ship slot on your Void Beast card. You get
stronger the longer you’re out!
For example, you lose and draw the top Void Beast card:
Oqaji. You take your ship from the board and place it on the
top ability, “Move a ship exactly three spaces in a straight
line.” After it becomes your turn again, you get to move one
player’s ship on the board as described by that ability, then
move your ship marker down to the second spot (“Move a
ship to a corner sector.”). Once it gets back to you, you can
use both those abilities in either order, targeting the same
or different players.

Alien Cards
Each alien card has two sides, one with a special ability and
one without. Some alien cards’ special abilities note that
they can only be used once per game. When used, flip them

over to the side without a special ability to show that it can
no longer be used. Even if another player later controls that
race (for example, with Body Snatcher), that special ability
cannot be used anymore once it’s been flipped.
For a shorter or simpler game, you can choose to play
without alien powers, in which case all cards start on the
side with no special ability.

Glossary
Black hole: A black hole is a sector that’s flipped to the side
with no arrows and the value 0. To destroy a sector, flip it so
that the black hole side is up. (You cannot destroy a sector
that’s already a black hole.) To restore it, do the opposite. In
either case, remove any sector affectors on that sector. A
black hole is still considered a black hole if it has sector
affectors on it that change its value. For example, Topkul’s
ability is “When you start your turn on a black hole, draw 2.”
This will trigger even if they’re on a black hole with a
Starport sector affector that makes its value 2 instead of 0.
Play a card: When a card’s ability tells you to play a certain
card, you carry out the effects as usual, but it doesn’t count
toward the total number of cards you have to play. For
example, you start your Action Phase with 3 cards in hand,
so you have to play 2 cards from your hand. You start by
playing The Great Unknown, which reads “Play the top card
of the deck.” You play the top card of the deck, carrying out
its effects and discarding it, and then you still have to play
one more card from your hand.
Swap alien cards: Besides granting a special power during
the game, alien cards also denote who controls which ship.
For example, if you swap alien cards with the Neffi (red), you
now control the red ship as well as being able to use the
Neffi power to discard sector affectors at any time.
Unoccupied sector: A sector with no ships on it. A sector
with sector affectors but no ships counts as unoccupied.

During your turn: Some alien abilities can be triggered
“during your turn” - this includes before, during and after
any of the three phases of their turn. For example, the
Iguarin’s ability, “Once per game, during your turn, draw 3.”
If you trigger this during your Income Phase, it will impact
the number of cards you have to play. If you draw it directly
after you start your Action Phase, but before you play cards,
it will not impact the number you have to play, since you
already counted.
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Be on the lookout for more great
Geek Fever Games titles at
GeekFeverGames.com!

Your prescription is ready!

